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ABSTRACT

Computer animation is a discipline that has tradi�
tional roots within the computer graphics commu�
nity� Our work shows that discrete event methods
within computer simulation can play an importan�
t role in helping to organize animations� We dis�
cuss an animation of several articulated �gures �the
dining philosophers scenario� via the control aord�
ed by discrete event modeling and simulation� We
have found that multiple models consisting of dis�
crete event and continuous components can provide
an easier to understand description of a complex sys�
tem�

� INTRODUCTION

With the advent of faster scienti�c workstations� re�
searchers may now obtain real time animation of sim�
ple systems with good graphics rendering for the ob�
jects involved� This represents a signi�cant advance
for scientists since they now can expect excellent vi�
sualization capabilities for physical systems under s�
tudy�

Within the computer animation and graphics com�
munities� there has been a great deal of interest in
physically based modeling �Badler� Barsky and Zeltzer
����� Armstrong and Green ����� for more realistic
motion control of objects� While physically based
modeling has improved the realism associated with
dynamical system renderings at a physical level� there
remains much to be done with respect to controlling�
not only low level motion� but also the high�level in�
teractions associated with complex systems� To take
an example� consider the internal operation of a bank
teller services a line of customers� Physical methods
can be used to control the motions of the customers
and the teller� however� it is useful to have a higher
level model that re�ects the dynamic global charac�
teristics of the bank system� A queuing network mod�

el or Petri net model can easily serve in this capacity�
For instance� by linking together a queuing network
model with physical object models� we may simulate
and animate the system at more than than the lowest
abstraction level� Each model level serves to describe
the system at some given level of abstraction�

Badler et al� ������ ����� have produced a system
that integrates AI� simulationand animation concept�
s� Tasks are speci�ed in natural language �Gangel
����� Esakov and Badler ����� Kalita ����� and are
used to construct a model for simulation and ani�
mation� Our work most closely resembles Badler�s
approach since we are interested in a hierarchical
methodology for computer animation� from natural
language task description down to video frames� Our
current concentration is focused on the use of mul�
tiple mathematical models to drive the animation of
complex systems� We have found that a �exible and
comprehensive multi�model �Fishwick ����� Fishwick
����a� Fishwick ����b� representation is necessary to
control the animation of systems with articulated ob�
jects in a detailed environment�

� DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION

Table � displays a wide variety of simulation model�
ing types available for experimentation� As can be
seen from table �� discrete event models are dynam�
ical models whose state variables take on a discrete
number of values� While time is continuous in dis�
crete event models� there are also a discrete number
of time changes corresponding to the state changes�
Discrete event modeling is useful for representing a
system�s dynamics at a fairly high abstraction level�
and therefore complex systems can be e�ciently rep�
resented as a network or hierarchy of discrete even�
t and continuous models �Fishwick ����a� Fishwick
����b��

Key components of systems are well de�ned in the
systems literature �Singh ����� and include state�
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Table �� Simulation Model Types

Discrete Space Continuous Space

Discrete Time Discrete Time Discrete Time

Dierence Equations Dierence Equations
�with integer states� �with real states�
Cellular Automata
Finite State Automata

Continuous Time Discrete Event Continuous

Queuing Models Dierential Equations
Digital Logic Models
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Figure �� Dierent Levels of Barbershop Modeling

event and time� The state of the system represents
the condition of the system objects and varies over
time� Events are speci�c points in time where the
state changes� Often� events have cognitive associa�
tions� that is� certain state�time pairs denote speci�c
actions that have natural language equivalents� For
instance� the familiar barbershop model contains en�
tities �people� that move through the system �shop�
using two events� �arrival� and �departure�� Fig�
ure � displays the process of modeling and simulating
a barbershop� In �g� �� The input to a simulation
system such as SimPack �Fishwick ����� is the graph
model speci�cation� Models such as the barber shop
model are constructed from queuing networks� and
queuing networks are a form of procedural� data �ow
modeling where the barber �server� accepts entities
�data� that �ow through the system� Declarative�
state�oriented modeling is also possible by emphasiz�
ing the current state of the barber or entities� The

top two models in �g� � display these two alternative
modeling strategies� data �ow vs� state transition�
Given that events demarcate changes in state� we

may form an event graph ��g� �� that displays the
event precedence in the barbershop� As people arrive
into the stop every ten time units �i�e�� dt � ���� they
either ��� begin servicing immediately �if the barber is
not busy�� or �	� wait in a �rst�come �rst�serve queue
until the barber is free� Servicing takes 	� time units�

� COMPUTER ANIMATION

A computer animation system enables a user to
change a graphical scene from one instance of time
to the next� The computer then renders �i�e�� paints�
the scene and displays all changes in rapid succession
��� frames�second for video�� thereby creating the il�
lusion of motion� The problem of specifying these
�changes� to a computer is called �motion control��
There exist a number of dierent ways of achieving
control � all of which are capable of creating the
same complex animation� However� some method�
s require less user interaction than others and are�
therefore� more powerful�
The �rst animation systems were scripted �also

called Actor�Scriptor animation systems�� such as
ASAS �Reynolds ����� Reynolds ���	� or CINEMI�
RA �Thalmann and Magnenat�Thalmann ������ Al�
though dierent in implementation� they are all ba�
sically graphical programming languages that encap�
sulate the following format� �From t� to t� do action
with object��
The next type of animation system to be developed

was the �keyframe� system� as described in �Burtnyk
and Wein ����� Kochaneck ���	� Gomez ������ The
keyframe technique is an extension of how tradition�
al cell animation �White ����� is done in 	D anima�
tion� In cell animation� the most talented artists draw
the �gures at �key� positions �ie�� start and �nish��
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and other animators �ll in the in�between pictures�
The same principle holds true in a �D keyframe ani�
mation system� where the user interactively positions
the �gure at key times in the system� and the com�
puter calculates all in�betweens� Usually this is done
by interpolating between the con�gurations with a s�
pline curve algorithm� The most popular splines in
computer animation are the Catmul�Rom ������� the
Cardinal �Smith ������ and the Hermite Spline �Doris
and Kochanek ����� because� unlike other types� they
actually pass through the control points� At the
present time� keyframe systems are the most wide�
ly used type of animation system�
Since the mid���s there has been a trend in com�

puter animation to incorporate physical based mod�
eling �as it has been used in robotics and other sys�
tem based disciplines� into the animation to reduce
the burden on the animator� The objects are giv�
en mass and inertia� then forces and torques are ap�
plied to achieve a certain motion� which usually looks
very realistic� While these systems certainly represen�
t the future� they are still in their experimental stages�
It is often awkward for a human to specify the ani�
mation in terms of physical parameters �Witkin and
Kass ����� Armstrong and Green ������ In other in�
stances� a system may have been designed only for
a special case �Bruderlein ������ Thus� there stil�
l remains more research to be done in generating an
easy�to�use� general animation system�

� INTEGRATING SIMULATION AND

ANIMATION

Figure 	 displays the order in which we proceed in
integrating our computer simulation with the tradi�
tional keyframe animation system�
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Figure 	� Simulation to Animation Pipeline

��� Modeling

First we begin with the simulator �stage ��� We use a
set of tools called SimPack� SimPack �Fishwick �����
permits the following types of modeling�

� Finite state automaton with timed states�

� Markov chain modeling�

� Queuing networks�

� Dierential� dierence equation and delay dier�
ential equation modeling�

� Pulse processes�

� Stochastic Petri networks�

� Bi�directional message passing networks�

� Parallel network simulation with the Linda par�
allel computation model �Gelernter ������

For our example� we chose the Petri net modeler�
Petri nets can be thought of as a hybrid between pro�
cedural and declarative modeling as depicted in �g� ��
In our simulation studies� we have created a two level
timed Petri net to model the behavior of � articulated
�gures which comprise the dining philosopher�s �DP�
scenario�
A Petri net model of DP is described by Peter�

son ������� This model represents the concurrency
of �eating� and the resource dependencies for each
philosopher� Note that the places and transitions are
labeled counter�clockwise �using concentric passes� s�
tarting with p� and t� respectively� We de�ne DP
as a ��tuple containing places �P �� transitions �T ��
inputs �I� and outputs �O� as follows�

�� S �� P� T� I�O �

	� P � fp�� � � � � p��g

�� T � ft�� � � � � t��g
�� I � T � P�

�� O � T � P�


� � � P � Z�
� � ��pi� � � for i �

f�� � � � � �g else ��pi� � �
�� I�t�� � fp�� p�� p�g� I�t�� � fp�� p�� p�g
�� I�t�� � fp�� p�� p	g� I�t�� � fp	� p
� p�g
�� I�t�� � fp�� p�� p�g
��� I�t�� � fp��g
��� I�t	� � fp��g� I�t
� � fp��g
�	� I�t�� � fp��g� I�t�� � fp��g
��� I�t��� � fp��g
��� I�t��� � fp�	g� I�t��� � fp�
g
��� I�t��� � fp��g� I�t��� � fp��g
�
� I�t��� � fp��g
��� I�t�	� � fp��g� I�t�
� � fp��g
��� I�t��� � fp��g� I�t��� � fp��g
��� O�t�� � fp��g� O�t�� � fp��g
	�� O�t�� � fp��g� O�t�� � fp��g
	�� O�t�� � fp��g
		� O�t�� � fp��g� O�t	� � fp�	g
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	�� O�t
� � fp�
g� O�t�� � fp��g

	�� O�t�� � fp��g

	�� O�t��� � fp��g� O�t��� � fp��g

	
� O�t��� � fp��g� O�t��� � fp��g

	�� O�t��� � fp��g

	�� O�t��� � fp�� p�� p�g

	�� O�t�	� � fp�� p�� p�g� O�t�
� � fp�� p�� p	g

��� O�t��� � fp	� p
� p�g� O�t��� � fp�� p�� p�g

Two Petri nets are shown in �gures � and �� Fig� �
displays the higher level net while �g� � displays just
the �eating� sub�net that replaces the shaded place
in �g� ��
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Figures � and � can be compressed into one net� al�
though it is useful to represent two levels of aggrega�
tion as shown� This model represents the well known
�dining philosophers� problem in operating system�
s literature� although we are using it as a basis for
modeling� and not to solve analytic problems in con�
currency� Each philosopher requires two forks to eat

�no two adjacent philosophers� therefore� may eat si�
multaneously�� The tokens within the Petri net rep�
resent the fork resource and general �ow of control�
Initially all tokens �or �markers�� start out in the
center of of the net in �g� �� Then� two philosophers
grab their respective fork pairs the proceed to eat at
some rate de�ned by the modeler�
The total action of any single philosopher is a pe�

riod of eating followed by a period of rest� The eat�
ing process is shown in the �rst three transitions and
places of �g� �� If we consider the subprocess for the
�rst philosopher �starting with t�� then the transi�
tions �red while eating for level 	 �ref� �g� �� are� t��
t� and t��� The eating process is described by three
actions�

�� EATING�� The right hand is half way between
the table and mouth� See �gure 
� Example�
transition t��

	� EATING	� The right hand is at the mouth� See
�gure �� Example� transition t��

�� EATING�� See �g� 
� Example� transition t���

The resting process �RESTING� is represented by a
single net transition �example� transition t���� The
resting con�guration is shown in �gure ��

��� State and Event Trajectories

In �g� 	 we note that the model is input to the ap�
propriate simulator in SimPack� Our Petri net model
is simulated for some period of time� each transition
can be arbitrarily set to some �T � The output from
the simulation is a single �le consisting of a sequence
of ��tuples� as the following example illustrates�

���� tuples deleted ����

�� man� RESTING

�� man� RESTING

�	 man� EATING�

	� man� EATING�


� man� EATING�

�� man� EATING�

�� man� EATING�

� man� EATING�

� man� RESTING

���� tuples deleted ����

The meaning of the individual �elds in a tuple is as
follows�

�� The time when the respective event �node �ring�
is to take place� An integer time is used here� as
it corresponds directly to the frame number in
the animation�
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Figure �� Keyframe  � � Resting �RESTING�

Figure 
� Keyframe  	 � Eating Stage � �EATING��

Figure �� Keyframe  � � Eating Stage 	 �EATING	�

	� The animation object associated with the even�
t� In this example� the object is one of the �ve
philosophers �man� � man���

�� The event to take place� This event correspond�
s to a keyframe as it was de�ned previously in
the animation program� For this particular an�
imation� we used three keyframes to represent
the eating sequence �EATING� � EATING	�
EATING�� and one keyframe for the period of
rest �RESTING��

Note that we do not have to create keyframes for each
of the �ve philosophers� which would be a total of 	�
keyframes� Rather� we de�ne the sequence in the local
coordinate frame of one generic object� Then� during
the simulation we translate the keyframe to the global
world coordinate of the respective philosopher�
The output from the pre�processor is a �le con�

taining the now absolute keyframe descriptions for
the whole animation as it is needed by the animation
program� In the next stage� we use the keyframe an�
imation program to produce the �nished animation�

��� Geometric Keyframe Modeling

At some point in the modeling process we must cre�
ate geometric models for the philosophers� and a for�
mal speci�cation for the constraints on the articulat�
ed �gures� This is done in the XKEY system� XKEY
provides an easy interactive environment for specify�
ing an object�s low level positions at each keyframe�
Speci�cally� XKEY provides�

� A capability for loading� storing and creating
keyframes�

� Denavit�Hartenberg notation ������ which is
used for setting up the articulation linkage and
their associated degrees of freedom �DOF��

� An interactive method for moving objects or sub�
objects with respect to their DOF�

� A multi�track �Gomez ����� coordinator that in�
cludes cut� copy and paste of frames�

� Cubic spline and linear interpolation of keyframe
DOF variables�

Figure � displays the X�window screen for XKEY�
The models used are polygon based� and were cre�

ated by using a CSG �Constructive Solid Geome�
try� approach where spheres are combined to form
the limbs� The skull is the same as used by Zeltzer
����	b� ���	a�� The renderer supports Phong shad�
ing� texture�bump�re�ection mapping� metal and
spot light eects�
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Figure �� XKEY Interface
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Figure �� Sample DP Video Frame

��� Dynamics and Video

Often� the animation produced by keyframing meth�
ods is not very realistic looking because it is non�
physical in nature� We are currently experimenting
with the implementation of dynamic ��lters� to en�
hance the realism� The objects are assigned masses
and inertias� and the algorithm then computes accel�
erations on the spline curve� We are currently inves�
tigating the following three methods�

� Constrain the dynamics to follow the spline path
exactly �Girard ����� Wilhelms ������

� Constrain the dynamics to follow a path to some
� tolerance� This is often achieved through
the use of spring�like forces attached to the
path�Witkin� Fleischer and Barr ������

� Constrain dynamics to pass through or near the
keyframe points and use a method such as opti�
mal control to obtain the path achieved by min�
imizing potential energy�

Obtaining fast physical object responses within an
easy�to�use animation system is an active research
problem�

The result of our eorts is video footage on a profes�
sional ���� video recorder where each frame is stored
one at a time� Figure � displays a sample frame from
our DP video footage�

� CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a method for combining dis�
crete event modelingmethods with keyframe comput�
er animation� Our focus has been to study existing
methods in computer simulation that can be used to
aid the graphics community in their search for better
mathematical modeling approaches for complicated
systems� Such systems often contain discrete as well
as continuous components and multiple models must
be used to coordinate or control the animation� With
the increased amount of physically based modeling re�
search in the graphics �eld� and the tendency toward
more graphical realizations of model execution in the
simulation �eld� we see a need to integrate method�
ologies from both �elds� This research is a small step
in that direction�
One immediate extension of the system that we

are currently working on is to combine the individ�
ual keyframes into a �motion library�� Thus� during
the simulation� we can refer to the process simply as
�eating� instead of having to list all the individual
keyframes�
For the future� we plan on building better high�

end simulation modeling tools for combined discrete
event�continuous models� and better low�end tools al�
lowing the analyst to specify kinematic and dynamic
constraints of the systems under study�
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